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App Developers AgentRelay and Boost3D create interactive virtual property showings with Matterport

SUNNYVALE, Calif., March 01, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Matterport, Inc. (“Matterport”) (Nasdaq: MTTR), the leading spatial data company
driving the digital transformation of the built world, and app developers AgentRelay and Boost3D are using digital twins to change the way real estate
businesses present properties for sale. Both developers use Matterport to create virtual 3D experiences for the real estate industry, enabling industry
professionals to offer their clients a more immersive home buying experience.

“Companies across a wide range of sectors are recognizing the value of having high-quality, dimensionally-accurate digital twins to enhance how they
conduct business,” said Bernard Nguyen, Senior Director of Business Strategy, Residential Real Estate at Matterport. “In real estate, our partners and
customers continue to push the envelope to maximize the listing experience for their clientele. From agent-guided experiences that enrich the
Matterport virtual experience with a narrative and live discussion throughout the tour, to video conference-enabled experiences to explore the
Matterport spaces together with the agent on screen.”

AgentRelay creates agent-guided 3D experiences with Matterport digital twins 
With virtual viewings increasing an agent’s success at closing deals, AgentRelay knew it could use Matterport digital twins and become a valuable
resource for the real estate industry by translating the immediacy of an in-person tour with the convenience of a virtual one. AgentRelay integrates
video conferencing, voice calls, and chat capabilities with Matterport’s digital twins so agents can interact with customers, giving home shoppers the
freedom to virtually walk the bedrooms and living spaces with the agent in real time and on screen to answer questions and receive feedback. Agents
can also showcase multiple properties in the same virtual showing, saving agents and their clients travel time from house to house. 

Additionally, AgentRelay is now generating valuable leads into its customers’ sales funnels by offering visitor registrations and viewing booking forms,
placed directly inside their Matterport spaces, to drive engagement with anonymous online visitors. Further, AgentRelay now offers tools to track the
properties each of those online visitors have explored and the platforms they used when viewing a Matterport digital twin-based 3D digital twin. This
allows agents and brokers to then contact those prospects with a deep understanding of buying preferences to help identify digital marketing
campaigns that deliver the most conversions.

“Matterport offers truly superior virtual experiences,” says Dan Cattermole, CEO at AgentRelay. “It has helped us provide a powerful virtual platform for
our clients. The emphasis on quality and accuracy makes Matterport a market leader, and it is why we’re proud to develop our app on the Matterport
platform.” Read the case study. 

Boost3D builds guided video conferencing experiences with Matterport 
Boost3D is changing the way their clients interact with digital twins across real estate through its embedded video conferencing solution, OpenHouse
Live. The company used Matterport’s software development kit (SDK) to create its solution, which builds upon Matterport digital twins to provide
guided experiences of any space. With OpenHouse Live, Boost3D clients can host up to fifty home shoppers at a time, which is the equivalent to
hosting open houses on a Saturday,  translating to  both  cost  and time savings when compared to  individual  in-person viewings.  It  also allows
businesses to pre-qualify the people they want to invite for physical visits and be more efficient when showing the property in person. 

Since its creation, Boost3D has provided their customers more engaging experiences by merging the physical and virtual worlds. With OpenHouse
Live, customers can speak directly to the team in real-time, providing feedback and reactions regarding room layout, wall colors, space sizes and
specifications, allowing customers to do more of the leg work involved in house hunting remotely, before visiting in person, demonstrating its value
beyond the pandemic. In addition, OpenHouse provides an API to allow its clients to integrate with their existing systems, including customer retention
management software and multiple listing services, providing a seamless experience for agents and clients alike.

“The completion of OpenHouse Live was particularly relevant to businesses seeking opportunities to help guests, students, customers, or teams
provide personalized, guided tours,” says Mark Cuddy, Chief Technical Officer at Boost3D. “OpenHouse Live is gaining real traction with great uptake
across a variety of sectors beyond real estate, including education, manufacturing, and cultural sites such as museums.” Read the case study. 

For more information about how Matterport is helping real estate customers transform how they do business with 3D digital twins, visit
 https://matterport.com/en-gb/industries/real-estate.

About Matterport

Matterport, Inc. (Nasdaq: MTTR) is leading the digital transformation of the built world. Our groundbreaking spatial data platform turns buildings into
data to make nearly every space more valuable and accessible. Millions of buildings in more than 177 countries have been transformed into immersive
Matterport digital twins to improve every part of the building lifecycle from planning, construction, and operations to documentation, appraisal and
marketing. Learn more at matterport.com and browse a gallery of digital twins.
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Forward-Looking Statements

This document contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws, including statements regarding the
benefits of the business combination, the services offered by Matterport, Inc. (“Matterport”) and the markets in which Matterport operates, business
strategies, debt levels, industry environment, potential growth opportunities, the effects of regulations and Matterport’s projected future results. These
forward-looking statements generally are identified by the words “believe,” “project,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “strategy,” “future,”
“forecast,” “opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,” “would,” “will  be,” “will  continue,” “will  likely result,” and similar  expressions (including the
negative versions of such words or expressions).

Forward-looking  statements  are  predictions,  projections  and other  statements  about  future  events  that  are  based on  current  expectations  and
assumptions and, as a result, are subject to risks and uncertainties. Many factors could cause actual future events to differ materially from the forward-
looking statements in this document, including Matterport’s ability to implement business plans, forecasts, and other expectations in the industry in
which Matterport competes, and identify and realize additional opportunities. The foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. You should carefully
consider the foregoing factors and the other risks and uncertainties described in documents filed by Matterport  from time to time with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). These filings identify and address other important risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
events and results to differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date
they are made. Readers are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements, and Matterport assumes no obligation and, except as
required by law, does not intend to update or revise these forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or
otherwise. Matterport does not give any assurance that it will achieve its expectations.
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